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The big question!



“It seems as though we must use sometimes the one theory and sometimes the

other, while at times we may use either. We are faced with a new kind of difficulty. We

have two contradictory pictures of reality; separately neither of them fully explains the

phenomena of light, but together they do.” ̶ Albert Einstein (1938)

“We cannot expect light to behave as particles on Tuesdays and waves on Wednesdays.”

̶ Richard Feynman [jokingly!] in one of his lectures at the University of Auckland (1979).



Image credit: https://photonterrace.net/en/photon/history/

A little bit of history!



Single-photon interference

Each  dot represents detection of one photon

1905: Einstein proved that light comes as particles (later known as photons) 



“Light source”

“Photons”

Models and analogies for photons

Image credit: Jyoti Kaur



Photon momentum effect in classroom
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Image credit: signal booster.com https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1142/1404/articles/How_to_Increase_Cell_Phone_Signal_Bars_large.gif?v=1547356966

Photons and their connection to waves

Have you ever wondered?



Adding waves

Radio waves also come as photons, but their energy is so low and their wavelength 

so large, that they behave more like classical waves

Let’s begin with a simple thought experiment



Developed by Steinmetz and Heaviside in 1893

Charles Steinmetz

TeslaEinstein

Phasors

Follow the arrow 
Simple method for 

adding waves
Clockwise direction 

Height of the arrow with 

time gives you a wave
One turn one wavelength

Oliver Heaviside

Image credit: pininterest/Heaviside

Wikipedia/steinmetz



Tools for phasors

Image credit: Jyoti





Alternative additions produce the same resultant



Resultant = Probability amplitude

(Probability amplitude)2 represented by the circular area is 

proportional to the number of photons arriving at a point in space



How do phasors connect to probability of particles arriving at 
a certain place 

• The adding of the arrows is equivalent to the adding of the waves.

• For waves like water waves the length of the combined arrows tell us 
size of the wave.

• For single particles like atoms or molecules or photons the maths is 
identical but the length of the combined arrow tells us the probability
that a particle will arrive at a certain place.

• In reality everything that we see is the arrival of photons. Every image 
our eye sees is because photons follow the quantum probability.

• When there are enough photons the images look smooth.

• Because the maths is the same, we can pretend that every photon 
has an associated probability wave



What would happen if I add more longer trajectories

15 trajectories, each with a slightly 

longer path,  add up to a single 

small wave.  



Feynman’s method of photon path integrals 



Probability wave Time

Analysis of all possible paths from A to B is simplified to

include only double straight lines (in a single plane). The

effect is the same as in the more complicated, real case:

there is a time curve with a minimum, where most of the

contribution to the final arrow is made.



Reflection in a Mirror

• Why does the light take this path?

• Light takes all possible paths

• Most paths cancel out.

• We can trick some of the paths into not-cancelling.



What is different about these alternative paths?

• Which is the shortest path?

• How does path length depend on trajectory?
EYE OBJECT
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Path Length vs position on Mirror
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Can I trick the Photons

Zero resultant
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The phasors for all the trajectories cancel 

to give zero because all paths are possible.

What if I make some paths impossible?



Diffraction grating

Zero resultant
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If the black bands correspond to half  a turn of the 

wheel (half a wavelength of path difference then I 

will only have half circles of phasors)







1924: Count Louis de Broglie said if light waves act like bullets, then maybe bullets act 
like waves

Phthalocyanine molecules





Everything has waviness
Everything has bulletiness

Bulletinesss follow the maths of numbers

Waves follow the maths of arrows
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“Can we not see interference from rocks?”

“If light is not a wave then why are we taught this concept?”

“How do photons get through glasses?”

“If it is not a wave, how does it get through things? Is it always a photon?”

“Does water wave has bulletiness?”

“What do you mean by “wave” and “waviness”?

“Does the phasor rotate clockwise or anticlockwise?”

“Why photons do not have mass but momentum?”

“How can we create photons?”

Student questions



“Yes, we were able to predict where photons were going to go

and how resultant differed in length.”

“Information was good, hard to understand though.”

“The phasor-wheel activity was useful to learn about waves

because we could clearly see the patterns.”

“Maybe have some informational sheets after every lesson.”

"If we could get a definition of all the terms used then it will be

easier to follow.”

Student responses after the program



Teachers’ comments

“I liked the phasor wheel activity as it makes the teaching of unit circle much

easier. I would definitely use this in my classes”.

"Students could relate it more if you give more real-life examples like radio

photons and adding and cancelling of radio signals in mobile phones“

“I think the unit is best suited to Year 10 students, who have a better

understanding of vectors. I also think this topic would be best done following on

from motion. High ability Year 9 students will also have no trouble, but I would

suggest the unit is completed towards the end of Year 9”

“Consider more open-ended questions for the students on the activity sheets to

extend the higher ability students - many of the questions were closed”

“Really enjoyed this, and learnt a lot, but I am quite concerned as to how non-

physics teachers would find the material and the abstractness of the concepts. The

models and analogies worked well, but if not used correctly could result in students

with a number of misconceptions. Teacher training is a must for this.”



Year 9 Year 10

Concept of unit circle No Yes

Concept of vector No Yes

• Abstract ideas need to be related to real life example to build a 

context. For e.g. mobile phone signal, radio waves (photons?)

• More suited to Year-10 and above – teachers’ comment – I 

agree

• Teacher background is important: physics and non-physics



Snapshots from our programs
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Thank you!

Acknowledgments: David B, David W, Carolyn and Shon



Extra slides



8 waves arriving at the same point

Longest trajectory  

is ¼ of a turn 

longer.



How much longer is the longest trajectory this time?

half a turn



Lets add up the 8 separate waves.

Eight waves, each with a slightly 

longer path add up to a single 

wave round about 5 times bigger 

than a single one



14 waves arriving at the same point



What would happen if I added more longer trajectories

15 trajectories, each with a slightly 

longer path,  add up to a single 

small wave.  


